Technology That Inspires

The Digital Future
of Campus Safety

The most precious assets in our society are
our children and young people; their safety
and security is paramount, as is providing
an environment in which they can flourish.

ZynQ 360 is the world leader in Visual Asset Management
and our digital mapping technology actively contributes
to a safer and stronger campus community. Our mission
is to protect people and reputations by ensuring compliance
with current safety regulations.

Digital Mapping

Our unique, visualisation technology creates an up to date,
360°, virtual plan of any facility - increasing awareness and
allowing risks and vulnerabilities to be identified and reduced.
The software creates a platform for effective planning,
training and collaboration of teachers, students and all other
stakeholders such as law enforcement and first responders.

More Effective Planning

ZynQ 360 makes visual security management fast, accurate,
mobile and affordable, helping school staff to prevent, protect,
and recover.

Our highly experienced team of
specialists will capture the site and
deliver a fully immersive and interactive
‘virtual campus’.

• Emergency Response Planning
• Disaster Recovery Plans
• Collaboration With All Stakeholders

Immersive Training
• Desktop Training
• Spatial Awareness
• Realistic Scenario Training

Rapid Response
• Visible and Accessible Procedures
• Alerts
• Co-ordinated Action

Key Features
and Benefits

The secure, cloud-based application integrates with your
existing data and systems to create a digital twin of your
facility delivering optimum security and protection for
teachers and students when in School or on Campus.
Faster emergency response - re-gain control in a crisis
Effective evacuation planning
Improved compliance with safety regulations
Integration of existing and new technologies
Increased co-ordination, collaboration and planning
Enhanced communication and productivity
Improved disaster recovery
Reduced parental concerns
Improved cost efficiency
Spatial awareness
360° HDR spherical imagery and 360° 4K spherical video
You decide which server stores the data and which stakeholders have access

Find your Digital Solution: zynq360.com

No software required - the visualisation and data can be accessed
via computer, tablet or smartphone directly through any browser

